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A Message from Brigitte:
Bertschi’s 5-Year Financial Plan
Executing our 2012-2017 Strategic Plan to help ensure our
school’s long-term viability and growth, the Bertschi School Board
of Trustees approved a five-year financial plan in December—
the culmination of a highly-collaborative year-long process.
With a Strategic Plan in place that prescribes the direction of

Mike Gardner and the Finance Committee, led by Board Treasurer,

the school over the next three years, we now have a Financial Plan to

Jim Nida (Parent ’13, ‘16) deserve our thanks for leading this important

dictate how we will be able to execute on that strategy moving forward.

step forward. The five-year Financial Plan will be updated annually and

The planning process was launched with an exercise designed by
Mike Gardner, our Director of Finance & Operations, and the Finance
Committee. In this process, the trustees and key administrators rated
the relative importance of 10 of our most treasured school goals,
adapted from John Littleford’s “The Nine Sacred Cows of Financial
Management.”
“This financial process was as strategic as it was financial,” Mike Gardner
told me recently. “By working with key administrators, the finance
committee, and the Board, we were able to get a ton of input along the
way—from financial and non-financial people, alike. It took a lot of
hours, but we were able to work together and align our Financial Plan
to the school’s Strategic Plan. We were able to educate the Board and
at the end of the day, everyone was familiar with the key lever points
for our organization. So much good material came out of this year-long

will guide the annual budgeting process.

“This is a wonderful testimony to our school’s
history and continued thoughtful commitment
to both responsible growth and embracing
the school’s mission.
~Brigitte Bertschi
Making decisions very strategically and consciously is a trademark of
our school. The productive collaboration and partnership between
volunteers and staff makes it possible to fulfill our strategies. This
achievement wouldn’t be possible without generous contributions of
time and expertise from trustee and parent volunteers, and the hard
work of our school’s dedicated administrators.

collaboration that a) the product is better and b) there was buy-in all
along the way and all across the board. It was a community effort.”
“The process employed at Bertschi is so very valuable and unique,
culturally,” says Mike.
“Elsewhere, this would
have been much a more
insular process with an
admin and maybe a small
group of board volunteers.
At Bertschi, we have a
board with a broad range
of skills and expertise that
makes the process fun and
brings in new and unique perspectives.”
After much discussion, the Board recommended the following treasured
goals as priorities for the school’s future financial commitments:
•

Increasing funding for faculty and staff professional development
and the educational program.

•

Maintaining faculty and staff compensation at competitive levels.

•

Reducing the rate of tuition increase and student fee growth.
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Bertschi’s 10 treasured goals which our trustees rated include:
1. School Programming – to maintain a strong and
evolving curriculum
2. Professional Development – to support ongoing faculty
& staff education
3. Financial Assistance – to ensure socio-economic diversity
4. Faculty & Staff Compensation – to retain and recruit
highly talented educators
5. Operating & Board Reserves – to achieve new levels of
financial sustainability
6. Plant & Campus Improvements
7. To offer additional supplemental school programs and
services – to help support families and school operations
8. To expand donor giving
9. To have modest annual increases in tuition and student fees, and
10. To maintain moderate class sizes, at current enrollment levels

The More the Merrier…

the Gift of Classroom Assistants
At Bertschi, we are committed to offering high quality, small group instruction to ensure that each student is working in a capacity that is
equal parts challenging, nurturing, exciting and rewarding. We are fortunate to be able to do this because of the high quality teaching
professionals who join our school as classroom assistants.
Bertschi School has had part-time classroom assistants in a few grades for several years, yet as Assistant Head of School Alli Frank explains,
“As we understand differentiated instruction to be more and more central to student success in the classroom, our classroom assistant program
has progressed. Next year, there will be one full-time classroom assistant per grade for PreK through 5th grade, with the exception of
Kindergarten. The Kindergarten classrooms will continue to have their own assistants in the morning, and share one in the afternoon.”
As the classroom assistant role has established itself as a third teacher in each grade, the quality of applicants for the position has proved
impressive. “We have classroom assistants who are incredible fresh new minds in education. They are already strong, motivated teachers in
their own right and will become inspiring lead teachers in the near future. I so look forward to watching the trajectory of their careers,”
says Jennie Bloch-Garcia, Director of Learning Services.
A large part of a classroom assistant’s day consists of working in small literacy and math groups, in both classes within each grade.
“Having someone who is skilled in math and literacy,” says Chris Golden, 5th grade teacher,“… is an invaluable resource as it has made
it much easier to give individual students and small groups the kind of attention necessary to promote greater learning. It enables us to
both enrich and remediate on a daily basis, based on student need. Without an assistant who is a qualified teacher, this is a much harder task.”

Reflections from two of our star Classroom Assistants:
Kennedy White 5th Grade Assistant

Jen Parsinen 1st-2nd Grade Assistant

Kennedy started at Bertschi as a substitute teacher. Through subbing,

Drawn to Bertschi after taking a

he found a community that he really liked and wanted to be a part of—

few years off from teaching 1st

so when a position opened, Kennedy jumped in with both feet.

grade to teach yoga to adults,

“I discovered opportunities

Jen says, “I missed kids and

for me to grow as a teacher

community. With yoga, you go

that made it the perfect fit

here and there—there is no

for me! Two years as a class-

single community you grow with—

room assistant at Bertschi

I missed taking a class through a

and I will be beyond ready

full year and growing together.”

for my own classroom.”
Those opportunities for growth that attracted him to Bertschi?
Here are his thoughts on them one year later:
•

Jen says as a classroom assistant, she happily wears many different
hats, and has learned much in her year here:
•

example how to not to micro-manage students’ learning, but that

I wanted to watch more classroom management techniques in action,

part of teaching is reading the children and responding to their needs.

which I learn daily from Michelle and Chris.
•

I’ve gotten even more experience in front of the classroom

•

community and communication.
•

can do that with me.

Everything about how people treat each other at Bertschi
draws me in—I LOVE the emphasis on sustainability,
Working here is very empowering; it feels nice to be valued
so much by a team that they see me as a capable teacher.

As a teacher, you have to trust your assistants to engage with
the children and I feel so honored that the teachers feel they

and I get feedback from master teachers which I love.
•

As a teacher you can end up doing SO much. I’m learning from

•

I feel that my yoga training has helped me a lot. I can just jump into
something, take a deep breath and say ‘here we go, I’m doing this...
now I’m going to do that.’ I’m consistently busy. I go home
completely exhausted; and I absolutely love it!
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“This is a highly enjoyable project for both
students and teachers. We travel together on a
journey to learn about events which helped make
Seattle the city it is today. Through oral, reading
and writing experiences, it enhances emotional,
imaginative and aesthetic development—while
connecting our students to this wonderful city
we live in.” ~Niamh O’Connell, 3rd Grade Teacher

Third Graders Bring
Seattle History to Life
Students Ride the Timeline

Integrated Studies

FROM FIRST NATIVES TO MODERN DAY

A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH ENGAGES STUDENTS

Every Bertschi 3rd grader looks forward to it, not knowing exactly what

“The project has evolved over

to expect. While every Bertschi 4th and 5th grader remembers it fondly:

time,” explains 3rd grade

The Seattle History Project.

teacher Niamh O’Connell.

This highly interactive and integrated research project began as the

“There are so many creative

brainchild of 3rd grade teachers Randy Katz (retired), Niamh O’Connell,
and Thomas Cunningham. Since 2008, the project has evolved,
morphing each year to include more teachers, parents and community

elements integrated in this
one project. We really want
students to have their own

involvement.

hand in what they’re creating.”

“Kids learn about the history of Washington state,” explains Thomas

In addition to a study of Seattle history that focuses on the Battle

Cunningham. “But what they also learn is how to share that information
with each other and with an audience through narrative presentations,
re-enactments and digital storytelling.”

of Seattle, the Klondike Gold Rush, the Great Seattle Fire, the ’63
World’s Fair, and all the way up to today’s tech and aerospace culture—
students get to experience:
•

Collaboratively creating Seattle neighborhood maps

•

Performing and recording a group song

•

Field trips to the MOHAI and the Gold Rush Museum

•

Artifact-filled ‘Burke Boxes’ from Burke Museum

“We start with the basic geography of Washington state,” explains

•

Community experts who come to speak in class

Thomas. “We talk about how the Duwamish tribe lived here peacefully

•

Books and photos from Seattle Public Library

•

Interactive online games and historical re-enactments

“I think the battle of Seattle would have not
happened if we had left the Duwamish alone
and didn’t take their land.” ~Savannah C.

for four to ten thousand years. Once we have the foundational knowledge
of first the place, then the people who were here, we talk about how
that was uprooted when the Denny party came out in 1851.”
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Reporting History Their Way

Pairs Co-Create Engaging Movies

REPORTERS EXPLORE VOICE & WRITING STYLE

STUDENTS BRING HISTORY TO LIFE ON SCREEN

Halfway through the program, students switch from exploring history

After weeks of exploration and study, Bertschi’s young historians are

lessons to reporting on what they’re discovering. It’s here that Bertschi

not only learning local history and trying their hand at descriptive

3rd graders learn the craft of writing engaging non-fiction. “It’s another

storytelling—they are also making movies!

one of our embedded lessons,” explains Thomas. “This project incorpo-

“Initially, we teachers did the tech stuff,” Thomas says. “Now with

rates writing curriculum that lays a foundation for the higher grades.”
It’s clear Thomas enjoys helping his students explore how to best
engage an audience. “Non-fiction doesn’t have to be boring,” he says.

technology being so prevalent and the kids being so tech savvy, they
create their presentations— and each year, the movies get better!”

your story.”

“It is very fun using iMovie. From putting the facts in,
to recording the scripts, to making the interviews,
this project is awesome!” ~Ben N.

1. One such method is to supplement the story’s ‘who-what-when-

“This is such an incredibly in-depth and collaborative effort,” says

“We discuss ways to present FACTS—which let’s face it, can be boring
and ‘listy’—in a way that draws the reader in, and involves them in

where and why’ facts with some surprising facts the students
discover while researching.
2. Another is to introduce the children to ‘writing spices’—descriptive
language they must incorporate into stories: similes, idioms,
onomatopoeia and figures of speech.
3. The teachers ask each storytelling team to end their presentation
with a couple of questions they still have, in order to keep the
audience thinking.
“These are what we call ‘thick’ questions,” explains Thomas.
“They are deeper level questions that don’t really have right or
wrong answers. With these, we try to push the kids toward crafting
and sharing their own opinions.”

“There were so many facts in our heads, we would go
home and share a lot with our families.” ~Beazie T.,
Gretchen H., and Sarah B.

Technology Specialist Joey Tanaka. “What’s fabulous is that everyone
involved is offering up what they do best—so it’s really beneficial
for the student.”
As a technology expert, what Joey does best is help students discover
they are not limited by technology, but instead are able to incorporate
almost any type of media into their presentations—from old blackand-white photos to on-location video footage to their own class art
projects.
“All the different parts get put together through technology,” says Joey.
“The kids become content creators—reassembling elements and assets
that may have been around a long while with the assets they create—
to build something totally brand new with their unique personalities
stamped on it.”
In late March, all 39 movies were shared with an attentive and
enamored audience of parents, family members and community
volunteers. We’d show you more, but don’t want to ruin the surprise
for next year’s 3rd graders!
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“When things got tough, we each had each other’s
backs. And maybe, who knows? Grownups can learn
something from this game, too.” ~Skylar K., 5th grader

The World Peace Game
Comes to Bertschi

“The World Peace Game demands a lot from these kids.
They have to think strategically, they have to think

“When we leave enough learning space empty

about the big picture, and they have to work as part of

for the students to fill, they will determine

a team. They have to realize early on that they can’t

what they need to know in order to solve

solve all of these crises by themselves. In order to be

the crises and to put their plans into action.

successful, they must work as a collaborative and
cooperative unit.” ~Chris Golden, 5th grade teacher

Whenever possible, we posed the students’
own questions back to them or left them open
to fate to answer. By not formally studying
government structures or historical events,
students weren’t hampered by precedent.
They were free to come up with solutions that
might seem preposterous to adults. I loved
that.” ~Michelle Sullivan, 5th grade teacher
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Unilateral world peace may still be a

“That really makes them think more globally—outside their own space.

dream, but the World Peace Game has

and they learn to negotiate. And what 5th grader doesn’t need to know

landed—and made its mark—in Seattle.
The game’s been around since 1978, invented by teacher and

They start thinking about what others want, what others may need...
how to negotiate?”

“The Game was a big opening for me. We had a lot of fun

musician John Hunter. Within its borders, life and death decisions are

and goofed around, but mainly we all worked together.”

faced daily; negotiations and quarrels and agreements and treaties are

~Skylar K., Secretary of State, Amerex

de rigueur. And really big, really serious, global crises are wrestled with
and tamed—not by Presidents and Secretaries of State—but by our

Not only does The World Peace Game include a U.N, a World Bank, and

own, ordinary Bertschi 5th graders.

arms dealers, it has a couple of weather goddesses who control the
planet’s weather and the stock market—both of which can be random

“I learned many lessons from playing the game, but in

and destructive at times. John Hunter, the game’s creator explains in his

reality, I didn’t learn these lessons; I experienced them.”

summer teacher training sessions, his documentary film, and his newly-

~Kate M., President, World Bank
This fascinating hands-on geo-political simulation debuted at Bertschi

released book that he included the weather god/goddess position as
well as an unknown ‘saboteur’ to offset the good intentions of children
playing the game.

this year in a joint collaboration between both 5th grade classes.

“Everybody knows the saboteur is in the room,” explains teacher Chris

It was such a hit with students (and teachers!) that its lessons tumbled

Golden, “but no one knows who he or she is. So it really causes each

out of the classroom onto the playground and into dinner table

player to think deeply and critically about their words, their actions,

discussions all across town.

and their intentions all the time.”

The game takes two months to play and gives students the opportunity
to explore the inter-connectedness of our planet’s global community

“Getting world peace is easy because all of the prime

through the lens of 23 specific, contemporary and highly possible eco-

ministers weren’t trying to argue with each other and make

nomic, social, and environmental crises—all occurring simultaneously,

war; they were trying to be peaceful and make treaties

with the imminent threat of war hanging over everyone’s heads.

with each other.” ~Isaac A., Secretary General of the UN

“Once you think something’s complete; it’s not!

To win the Game, every single global crisis must be solved—including

There’s always another crisis to solve in the world.”

global warming—AND each country or NGO’s asset value must increase.

~Aaron B., Diplomat, United Nations

Yep, there’s money involved and a lot of math in this game, as well as
structure. The kids learn a protocol for interacting with each other

What sort of crises? “The kind that require collaboration, cooperation,

and, while ‘in’ the Game, refer to each other as Mr. or Miss in their

leadership, and teamwork to solve,” says 5th grade teacher Michelle

various roles.

Sullivan. “Real-world situations like: famines, religious and minority

In the three decades that John Hunter has facilitated the game, he’s

rights disputes, rebel insurgencies, drone attacks, embargos, ethnic

never seen any group of students lose; they always win. Hard to believe?

cleansing, mercenaries, cyber-hacking, and toxic chemical spills.

Well, this is how he explains it:

Basically the nightly news coming to life at Bertschi. However, by using
fictitious countries, the kids were less likely to emulate the mistakes

“That kind of collaboration, I don’t have to teach it,

made by real-world adults in handling real-world situations.”

I don’t have to preach it. If you can allow the learning

The Game is played on a four-tiered structure (ours was custom-built by

to happen organically, and it comes from within their

facilities team Rick Stiteler and Jon Johnson) with strategically placed
game pieces that represent everything from troops and satellites and

own experience, it’s so much richer and deeper and it

oil tankers to solar power plants, oxygen production facilities, space

lasts so much longer than if it’s imposed from outside.”

stations, submarines, ICBMs and religious shrines.

~John Hunter, Creator of World Peace Game

“By playing the game and using the board, these kids are having conversations and conflicts and having to come up with their own resolutions
in creative ways,” explains 5th grade assistant Kennedy White.
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Our Growing Bertschi Family

Alumni Updates

WELCOME, BABY!
Our front office manager Emily
Fowler and her husband, Sequoia
Fowler, welcomed their first-born
son, a beautiful red-headed
Marshall Wren Fowler, into their
lives on February 7, 2014.
Congratulations Fowler family!

SEATTLE’S FIRST BABY DELIVERED IN 2014
3rd grade teacher Niamh O’Connell
and her husband, Wyatt Powell,
met their second child Killian James
Powell, on January 1 2014—the
first baby born in Seattle in 2014!

Sara Axelrod, ’88-‘90
After working a few years in San Francisco at Google and then Twitter,

Congratulations to the proud parents

Sara is now in France working toward an MBA at the international school

and Killian’s big sister, Raven.

INSEAD. It’s a very rigorous 10-month program with students from all

HE’S ENGAGED!

over the world. Here is a photo of her enjoying a sunny afternoon

5th grade classroom assistant Kennedy White is engaged to be married
to Abby Wilson this summer. The two met each other seven years ago
when, as next-door neighbors in college, they discovered they had
grown up in the same home town of Vancouver, WA—within a mile of
each other, but didn’t meet until they happened to get apartments right

in the South of France. INSEAD students rotate between campuses in
Fontainebleau, France and Singapore. So, currently she is in Singapore
and touring Asia on the weekends. Her parents say that Bertschi
certainly fostered in her an insatiable curiosity for the world and a
love of learning. Safe travels, Sara!

next to each other off campus. Congratulations, lovebirds!

Rachel YostDubrow, ‘05

Alumni Teacher Update

“I’m a sophomore at Yale

Emily Alsop, Former Bertschi Teacher

University this year and

After 22 years in Seattle, I moved to Denver

recently declared Ecology

in early 2013 to be near family. It’s much

and Evolutionary Biology
as my major. When I’m not

easier to make frequent trips to Iowa to
check in on my mother, who turns 98 next

playing soccer, you can find me at the radio station turning out some

month! I’m there almost every month to take

cool new sounds. My first love was Bertschi and the open community

care of paperwork for her 150-year old farm.

that it fostered. These are the same reasons that drew me to Yale!

The move was an enormous change for me,
and I love living in Denver—the weather
could not be more diverse! I’m wearing a
t-shirt one day and a parka the next. I live near a recreation center,
so I walk there most days when I’m in town for yoga, and I do lots of
walking, hiking, entertaining, going to movies, going to the Denver Art
Museum, studying a little Italian, and spending time with family.
I’m looking forward to traveling to Spain in April with three Bertschi
teacher friends for a volunteer/vacation experience. In the fall,
I’ll journey with cousins back to a favorite spot in Italy. Life is good
here, but, of course, I’ll always retain a great fondness for my 20-year
teaching career at Bertschi, and many Seattle friends.
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I think about Bertschi often and really think it was the best thing
my parents ever did for me. Love you guys!”

Emma Grossman, ‘13
According to Emma’s mom, Emma is
enjoying SAAS immensely and continues
to pursue her interest in dance through
the SAAS Dance Project and All That
Dance. She takes dance classes five days
a week while keeping up her straight A
status, making new friends at SAAS, and
staying connected with Bertschi friends.

Gavin White Lewis, ’05, Cameron White Lewis,
’07, Ian White Lewis, ’13
We all miss Bertschi—all 14 years! A sophomore at U. of Oregon,
Gavin just pledged the Sigma Chi Fraternity and says he’s having
a great time as a “Duck”. He still hangs out with Parker Mays ‘05,
one of his best friends from Bertschi, when they’re both in Seattle.
Cameron is enjoying his senior year at Lakeside and plans on majoring
in Computer Science in college. He celebrated the Seahawks’ Superbowl
win with ’07 graduates, Jacob Swan and Jackson Sage, at Peter Rakita’s
18th birthday. Ian’s having a great 6th grade year at Billings—he’s
made new friends but still finds time to hang with Bertschi Class of ’13
friends Isaac Long, Derek Eng, Michael Youmans and Dylan Lee.

Allie Belyaev, ’06 | Nicholas Belyaev, ’03
Alli and Nicholas’ dad wrote in to tell us that Allie is
currently a freshman at Macalester College in Minnesota and
had a very good first semester. Nick is a senior at Franklin &
Marshall in Pennsylvania and joined the basketball team this
year. He says both are enjoying their student life!

Zora Crnkovic Hahn, ’09
Zora is a 10th grader at Lakeside, studying a lot and enjoying her friends and
classes. She especially likes art and math. Her other activities include piano
playing and intensive keeping in touch, in whatever way possible, with her many
buddies from all over the world whom she had met during summers in Croatia,
her second home. She says Bertschi helped her become a more confident and
caring person, as well as an inquisitive and calm student.

Neva Crnkovic Hahn, ’11
Neva is an 8th grader at Lakeside, where she works hard and enjoys all her
classes, especially English, science, and art. She plays piano and keeps up
her Croatian language practice with her mom and sister. Neva loves to read and
is looking forward to some free time to get to a stack of books waiting for her.
She credits Bertschi for much of her present academic and personal strengths,
and remembers her teachers and friends with affection.
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5th Grade Legacy Gift
The legacy gift tradition:
When you walk around Bertschi campus, there’s no mistaking alumni
spirit is alive and well—and on display—in our hallways, on our
playground and in our gardens. Since 1999, each 5th grade graduating
class has created a work of art to leave behind as their legacy gift
to the school. Past gifts include an etched-glass window, copper
weathervane, clay salmon, a stamped-cloth quilt, a drain cover,
a mosaic, a steel ‘kelp’ gate, and many more.
This year, the Class of 2014 constructed a beautiful
outdoor wall sculpture using entirely reclaimed barn
wood from eastern Washington.

A peek inside the process:
“It is a total design approach, says Maria
Grade, Bertschi’s art teacher. “They engage
in divergent thinking and innovate—while
I connect with them the idea that art carries
meaning and a lasting impact—just as
they do, having been a part of our school
community since Kindergarten.”
The process is very student based. The entire 5th grade class brainstorms
and presents ideas to each other. As much as she can, Maria lets them
problem solve, promote their ideas verbally, and sort out materials
issues. Thirty-nine students worked collaboratively over the winter
months and dedicated the sculpture in an all-school assembly in March.
“As they leave Bertschi, these students will take amazing creative
qualities with them, and make their mark, no matter what direction
they decide to go in,” says Maria. “Yet as is the tradition, they will
first leave something behind to know they will always be a part of
the Bertschi community.”

Legacy Gifts from Over the Past Years:
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“Saying Goodbye”

A teacher takes a hand, opens a mind and
touches a heart. Thank you María and Jeannie!

¡Gracias por estos 20 Años, María!

Bon Voyage, Jeannie!

A teacher for 30 years—with 20 years here at Bertschi—María Merced

We thank our beloved Kindergarten teacher Jeannie Shu for her influential

plans to retire in June. We thank her for 20 years of heartfelt and

career—and hope she will visit often since she lives in the neighborhood.

Puerto Rico beckons and Her Family Is Ready to Celebrate

Veteran Educator Leaves Teaching for the Allure of Paris

imaginative instruction and wish her the best.

Before joining the
Before moving to Seattle

Bertschi Kindergarten

from Puerto Rico, María

faculty, Jeannie

taught 1st and 2nd grade

worked in Seattle

in her home town of

Public Schools for

Caguas. “But when I first

28 years—eight as a

came here to Bertschi,

school psychologist

I taught every grade,”

and her first teaching

she remembers. “And the

post in Kindergarten.

classes kept getting
bigger and bigger...”

She then enjoyed a
long career teaching 2nd grade. Just as she started seriously considering

Today, she teaches Pre-K through 2nd grade Spanish at Bertschi.

retiring, fate stepped in—as the magical pull of Bertschi is sometimes

Known for her interactive style of teaching through games and props

called. That was nine years ago...

and play, María has always focused on sharing Spanish-speaking culture

“At that time, the Bertschi Kindergarten teacher parked her car in front

with her students—not only the language.

of my house—just a block and a half from here and mentioned to my

“I hear them say ‘rápido, rápido’ on the playground and that
makes me happy.”
HOW DO YOU INTRODUCE STUDENTS TO NEW CULTURES?

husband she was retiring,” recalls Jeannie. “I applied for the job right
away and have had an incredible time at Bertschi.”

“It seemed like it was meant to be.”

“I’ve always taught dances from different Spanish-speaking countries,”

HAVE 5 AND 6 YEAR OLDS CHANGED MUCH IN 30 YEARS?

María explains. “They perform them for their parents, and I make all the

“I think children’s lives have gotten busier over time,” says Jeannie.

traditional dresses from Mexico. We celebrate El Día de los Muertos and

“They have a lot to deal with and I think they sometimes need more

Cinco de Mayo, and I read to them one story that is re-told differently in

downtime to be a kid and not have to be here or do that on a strict

every South American country—so they start to see differences.”

schedule. What I like about teaching Kindergarten is that I feel much

DO CHILDREN RESPOND DIFFERENTLY THAN 20 YEARS AGO?
“Yes. It is different,” she believes. “Today they appreciate more the

more relaxed and can really spend time listening to children and
focusing on their social issues vs. a lesson they must be tested on.”

culture because we have more Hispanic people coming to the United

WHAT WILL YOU MISS THE MOST?

States. Before they wondered WHY are we learning Spanish? Now, they

“I have this wonderful classroom assistant in Ryota, and Linda is just

see more the necessity because of the growing population.”

wonderful; I’ve enjoyed teaching with them both and will surely miss

WHAT ARE HER PLANS AFTER TEACHING?

my daily contact with them.”

“Family for me is first,” says María. “I will be spending more time

AFTER SHE RETIRES FROM TEACHING IN JUNE, WHAT WILL SHE DO?

with my 11 grandchildren. All of these years at Bertschi have been a

“It’s always been my dream to live in France for an extended period of

wonderful experience for me, full of memories I will not soon forget”.

time and become more fluent,” she says. “I think an immersion language

“I will miss the smiles and love that the kids have shared with me that
have always made my day. I will miss those friends that have always
been there to help with professional guidance and support.”
“María brings so much color and music to her classes! When I think of
her, one word comes to mind: heart. María is all heart, generous and
caring—not only to her students and the Bertschi community, but in
her every day. She cooks homemade meals if she knows someone is
going through a hard time and always nurtures her loved ones.”
~Txell Ampurdanes, Spanish Teacher

program in Nice and living and traveling in France later this year will be
a definite dream come true.”
“While Jeannie is an educator of the highest caliber, she also embodies
the virtues of kindness, compassion and helpfulness. Her time at
Bertschi was a gift to us all.” ~Linda Arland, Kindergarten Teacher
“I was blessed to have Jeannie as a mentor and colleague for the last
9 years. Her kind and generous nature with students, parents and peers
has been an ongoing inspiration for me.” ~Ryota Akamine, Kindergarten
Classroom Assistant
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World Peace Word Find
This is a production of the
Bertschi School Advancement Office.
TIFFANY CAREY, ‘91

See if YOU can find the 23 words hidden here—the SAME number of
crises in the World Peace Game that our 5th graders needed to resolve
in order to collectively win The World Peace Game in February!
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“The supreme art of war is
to subdue the enemy
without fighting.”
“Victorious warriors win
first and then go to war, while
defeated warriors go to war
first and then seek to win.”
~Sun Tzu, Art of War
(an ancient Chinese treatise
used as part of 5th grade’s
World Peace Game curriculum)

Word Search Answers: ally, arms, attack, choice, combat, conflict, consequence, cost, defense, dispute,
global, insurgency, land, loan, pay, peace, resolve, rogue, share, strategy, tension, treaty, troops
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